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Reading Tablature with My Guitar Lessons.

While it's all very well as a guitarist to be able to read musical notation, Mozart-style, 
with modern music this is becoming more and more unnecessary. Jimi Hendrix couldn't. 
BB King can't, and to the best of my knowledge neither can Slash from Guns n Roses, Bob 
Dylan or just about any of your favourite bands or guitar players. The reason for this is 
that the overwhelming majority of modern guitar music is written as chords and 
tablature. Let 'My Guitar Lessons' explain what tablature is and how it works. 

Tablature is presented as six lines, one representing each string of your guitar. Here's 
what it looks like: 

 

The bottom line represents your bottom string (the lowest-pitched E string). The top line 
represents your top E string (the highest pitched string) and the rest of the lines 
represent the strings in-between. On the lines, you'll see a bunch of numbers and 
symbols. The numbers are showing you which fret you need to play on that string to 
sound the correct note. For example, a '3' on the second line from the bottom is telling 
you to play the 3rd fret on the A string. A '7' on the top line is telling you to play 7th fret 
on the top E string - you get the idea. After that it's all very easy – read from left to 
right….numbers directly on top of each other mean that those notes should be played at 
the same time, and a '0' on a line means you play that string 'open' (i.e. without fretting 
any notes at all on it). 

Chords may be written above the tablature lines to show you what to strum along to as a 
rhythm guitar, and if you see two numbers one on top of each other at the beginning of 
the tablature that's showing you the timing you're in. Then we have a load of symbols 
that might be in there too – bear with me...they don't take long to get the hang of! 
Here's a few you will encounter: 

Hammer-on

 

A hammer-on is shown in tablature by the curvy line joining the two notes together. In 
this example, pick the 5th fret on the G string, then "hammer-on" the next note – 7th 
fret on the same string – without picking it. Just whack your finger down onto the 
second note and you'll hear it play - in this example, you want play the 5th fret with 
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your first finger and hammer-on with your third. Practice makes perfect! 

Pull-off

 

The exact opposite of a hammer-on. Pluck the first note (use your third finger for this 
example) and have your first finger ready and waiting on the 5th fret behind it. Pluck 
the note, then pull your third finger off the string, plucking it as you do so. Once again 
you hear two notes but you only picked one! 

Hammer-on-pull-off

 

This is basically the last two techniques put together, so we're going to play three notes 
but only pluck one. Pick the first note, hammer-on the second one, then without 
picking, pull back off to the first note again. No problem! 

Slides

 

Pick the first note, then slide the finger you're fretting it with up until it lands on the 
fret marked at the end of the line. A line going up from a lower number to a higher one 
obviously means you're sliding up the fretboard, a downwards line from a higher number 
to a smaller one obviously means you're sliding down. Be careful not to do it too slowly – 
there's a bit of a technique – if you slide it too slowly, you'll hear a slow sliding noise and 
hear the note in-between, which more often than not will sound pretty lame. Slide it 
too fast, and you won't really hear the slide. You'll get it – just make it sound cool! 

Bends

 

You won't find many of these in classical music, you'll find them everywhere in rock and 
roll! The arrow pointing upwards shows that you're going to fret the note at the number 
shown, then push the string upwards, bending it until you reach a new note! The number 
above the arrow shows how far you're going to bend it – a ½ symbol means it's going up 
half a tone, or one fret. Basically that would mean you should bend the 8th fret, for 
example, upwards until it sounds like the note at 9th fret. In this example (different 
tablatures might say "1", "full" or "whole" in a situation like this), we're going to play 
13th fret on the B string, and bend it upwards until it sounds like the note at 15th fret – 
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we're bending the string up in pitch a full tone. 

IMPORTANT! When bending strings, you DO NOT want to do it with only one finger. This 
runs the risk of either your finger not being strong enough to push it all the way - 
resulting in an out-of-tune note that will sound hideous - or the string might snap back 
from under your finger, sounding just as bad. Bend with your third finger, and have your 
first and second fingers on the same string behind it. Bend the string with all your 
fingers at once, and you've got it. If you're playing on an acoustic guitar or an electric 
with pretty heavy strings, you might find your fingers get tired or your fingers get a little 
sore at first – that happens to everyone don't worry about it. You just have to practice 
until your hand gets a little stronger and your fingertips toughen up. 

Vibrato

 

This can be surprisingly tricky to get the hang of. Basically you play the note and just 
wobble the string, but in practice it can take a while to get used to it and get it 
sounding cool! You might want to start by playing the note, and just bending the string 
up and down. It'll sound a bit weird, but when you can do that, do it with smaller and 
smaller bends, until eventually you can just 'wobble' the note. Pay a bit of attention to it 
– with lead playing in particular, getting a cool vibrato sound is something that can make 
or break your soloing! 

Dead strings / Muted strings

 

Whenever you see this symbol, don't fret any notes on the strings – just rest your fingers 
lightly on there to 'mute' the string, then hit it. You should get a percussive sound. If you 
get a note instead, don't press so hard! It's usually easiest to mute a string with the main 
parts of your fingers – not the tips. Lie your fingers across the strings but don't press 
them in, and hit the strings with your picking hands to get a "CHUNK!" kinda sound. 

Palm Muting

 

Palm muting is a common technique used either to give a "muted" kinda sound to the 
notes you're playing, or to stop any unwanted strings ringing. Not to be confused with 
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dead strings, which don't play any particular pitch, while palm-muting the notes you're 
playing can clearly be heard. In rock/heavy metal music you'll get that "chugging" sound 
out of your riffs – on an acoustic you get a gentler, slightly muted quality to whatever 
you're playing. 

As you're picking the note/hitting the chord you should have the edge of your palm (the 
part you would karate-chop with) resting gently against the string right where they go 
into the bridge. If you're too far up from the bridge, you'll deaden the note completely. 
If you're ON the bridge, nothing in particular will happen. If your notes go dead, don't 
press so hard. If you want to palm mute a bunch of strings, just make sure your palm is 
resting across all the ones you want to mute. If you just want to mute the bottom string, 
for example (though muting one string and ringing the rest would be fairly unusual), 
you'll want your palm angled slightly so it's only resting on the desired string. This can 
take a little bit of getting used to but it shouldn't be too much of a big deal. 

Now whip out that tablature and get playing some tunes! 
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